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Contrariwise, if it was so, it might be; 

and if it were so, it would be; 

but as it isn't, it ain't. That's logic.

-Lewis Carroll

Lewis Carroll, in reality Charles Lutwidge 

Dodgson, was a noted Oxford professor, mathematician, 

inventor, and children's writer. The title of the collection, 

NYCTOGRAM, refers to one of Dodgson's inventions. 

The nyctograph was a writing tablet and system of inscription, a 

means for writing at night without lighting a lamp when one 

had a brilliant idea for a story after waking from a dream. 



Re: shaping

you conspired to erase

your       self

thus

if the world

asserts an alternate story

fumble words

small     brilliant inanities

keenly wear

that shattered logos

with your whole heart

(Cross-anagram: "Jabberwocky" and "A Sea Dirge")



Transliteration

Charles

Carolus

Lutwidge

Ludovicus

Carolus

Ludovicus

glass

Lewis Carroll

(Cross-anagram: "A Sea Dirge" and "Life is But a Dream")



Hypergraphia

found:

over ninety-eight thousand letters

backward

        in rebus

              in patterns

biographies paint

a genius stumbling in roses

(alice lorina isa xie)

yammering at beauty

like a crow

dashing itself

against a mirror

(Cross-anagram: "Jabberwocky" and "A Sea Dirge")



Photograph One: Alice as Peasant Girl

dirty feet like trodden petals

sidestep unease being so seen

this face or that limpid mask

subject aloof but still complicit

nothing littoral about this art

(Cross-anagram: "Jabberwocky" and "A Sea Dirge")



Nyctogram: 

Deconstructing Carroll: A Song for Two Voices

youth  willow alembic, that burning

photograph form as witness; mnemonic gyration

alice  small sickle against untethered dark; demi-disc, 
  lunar   visage

name  or. calling, calling back

mirror  hinges a man, shadows like smoked glass

women  mathematics of desire. shame. desire

name  to unface a man, just this: construct a new

!!!!!

history  littoral boundary. sub / liminal

genius  back of the mind: two rooks, barking

letters  missive or lifeline

doubt  (syn. fecundity.) murky armistice.

truth  scumbled edges. if not, then.

self  subject to fragging

!!!!!

speech  hesitation as     intrusive space

camera  intermediary to need

gentleman title or    caution

stone  (white.) epicentre of memory

stone  apropos of drowning

!!!!!



biography demilune or fallacy

journal  crepuscular rendition, sabotage

family  proponents of what truth

carroll  causa sui 

!!!!!

alice  faded at eighteen

legend  that brittle waif

scandal  what spice or    tarnish

!!!!!

women  vapid      rabble

faith  as glass to a jackdaw

!!!!!

craft  / vanishing point

(Cross-anagram: "Jabberwocky" and "A Sea Dirge")
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